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God in the Flesh
John 1:1-4 : The Maker
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 For In what areas do you struggle to
trust Jesus? Why?
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trust Jesus? Why?

 Write out a CV for Jesus from these
verses. What’s his DOB, title,
previous work experience (!) etc?
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 Why does John start his gospel like
this? What is he trying to do?
(Remember his purpose statement in
John 20v30-31).
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 Why does John focus in on the
‘Word’? What would different
people have understood about the
‘Word’ (logos)
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 Why doesn’t John just say, Jesus is
God?
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 Why do you think he includes the
‘negative’ in v3?
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 In one sentence, summarise (in your
own words), what John teaches us in
v1-4 about Jesus.
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 Why ought we not struggle, to trust
Jesus?
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 How can we help ourselves and each
other in this?
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